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0. COURSE INTRODUCTION

Why geometric deep learning?

Petar Veličković



Going back in time…



Going back in time…

Euclid
~300 B.C.

“In a plane, given a line and a 
point not on it, at most one line 
parallel to the given line can be 
drawn through the point”
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Lobachevsky
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Bolyai
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“I have discovered such wonderful 
things that I was amazed...out of 
nothing I have created a strange 
new universe.”—János Bolyai, to his father
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What is the “one true geometry”?



Felix Klein and the “Erlangen Program” (1872)

Blueprint for 
unifying geometries

Using invariance 
and symmetry

Formalised using 
group theory



The impact of the Erlangen Program is hard to overstate!

Cartan
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Unified all 
geometries
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The impact of the Erlangen Program is hard to overstate!

Cartan
1920s

Unified all 
geometries

Noether
1918

Eilenberg & Mac Lane
1945

Category Theory
Conservation 
laws from 
symmetry

+ Standard model!
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Deep Learning, circa 2020



Deep Learning, circa 2020

What is the “one true architecture”?



…now it’s our turn to study geometry J



Data from nature is often geometric



Models of nature are often geometric 



Models of nature are often geometric 

…and these are just the covers!
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…and these are just the covers!



Those coming from NLP may say “no such geometry in language”
But “geometry” is not just about spatial arrangement!

Even “non-geometric” models secretly have geometric constraints



Those coming from NLP may say “no such geometry in language”
But “geometry” is not just about spatial arrangement!

It is about constraints: design model to “respect” regularity in data
Models like Transformers touted as “generic”, but significantly constrained

Generally, GDL offers us a perspective to categorise existing architectures
Based on which data regularity constraints they satisfy

This is a useful perspective even if you never encounter “geometric” data

In the very least, it will allow you to reason about ‘frontier models’ of the 
past, present and future, in a less handwavy and more principled way

Even “non-geometric” models secretly have geometric constraints



Could graphs be the answer?

If we squint hard enough, 
(m)any NNs can be seen as passing data over a graph!

The graph neural network (GNN) may be the “one true architecture”!
Accordingly, this course’s approach to GDL will be very “graphy”



We come into daily contact with GNNs



GNN applications are still ripe in 2023!



GNN applications are still ripe in 2023!



Why are we here?

Geometric data --- especially graphs --- are everywhere!
Geometric deep learning (GDL) is here to stay, especially over natural data
Geometric understanding of deep learning is a very useful perspective

No matter what field you choose to specialise in, there is a good chance you 
will come into contact with GDL concepts

We want to make GDL easy to navigate, leverage, and contribute to
In a way that is uniquely suited to Cambridge’s strongpoints
(Special focus on graphs!)
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Key concepts and skills

What do we want you to take away from the lectures?
• Why is it a good idea to study the geometry of data?
• Foundational material on groups, representations and graphs
• Theoretical principles of GDL & a way to navigate literature
• Observing GDL through the lens of graph representation learning
• The bigger picture: what lies beyond GDL?

The assessments (practical & mini-project) should ground these concepts 
with concrete implementations and empower you to derive key results



Recommended reading

www.geometricdeeplearning.com


